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World History: Industrialization, Urbanization, Influenza of 1918  

and the causes of World War I 

WWI and the Influenza of 1918: How can we 
prepare for another worldwide pandemic? 

 

Supporting Questions 

1. How does disease spread globally? 

2. What conditions led to the spread of influenza of 1918? 

3. How does a pandemic impact a global society? 
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World History: Industrialization, Urbanization, Influenza of 1918 and the causes of World War I 

 

How can we prepare for another worldwide pandemic? 

Connection to Connecting 
Theme/Enduing 
Understandings 

Governance: The student will understand that as a society increases in complexity and interacts 
with other societies, the complexity of the government also increases. 

Individuals, Groups, Institutions: The student will understand that the actions of individuals, 
groups, and/or institutions affect society through intended and unintended consequences. 

 Movement/Migration: The student will understand that the movement or migration of people 
and ideas affects all societies involved. 

GSE for Social Studies 

SSWH15 Describe the impact of industrialization and urbanization. 

c. Examine the social impact of urbanization, include: women and children. 

 

SSWH17 Demonstrate an understanding of long-term causes of World War I and its global 

impact. 

a. Identify causes of the war, include: nationalism, entangling alliances, militarism, and 

imperialism. 

b. Describe conditions on the war front for soldiers, include: new technology and war tactics. 

Connection to Literacy 
Standards for Social Studies 
and Social Studies Matrices 

Literacy Standard 

L9-10RHSS1: Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary 
sources, attending to such features as the date and origin of the information. 

L9-10RHSS3: Analyze in detail a series of events described in a text; determine whether 
earlier events caused later ones or simply preceded them 

L9-10WHST1: Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content 

a. Introduce precise claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and 
create an organization that establishes clear relationships among the claim(s), counterclaims, 
reasons, and evidence. 

 

Information Processing Skills 

3. identify issues and/or problems and alternative solutions 

15. determine adequacy and/or relevancy of information 

 

Map and Globe Skills 

7. use a map to explain impact of geography on historical and current events 

8. draw conclusions and make generalizations based on information from maps 
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Supporting Question 1  Supporting Question 2  Supporting Question 3 

How does disease spread 
globally? 

 What conditions led to the spread of the 
Influenza of 1918? 

 How does a pandemic impact a global 
society? 

Sample Instructional Activity  Sample Instructional Activity  Sample Instructional Activity 

4x4  Coding the Text 

4x4 

 

 Coding the Text 

4x4 

Featured Sources  Featured Sources  Featured Sources 

Document 5 

Document 3 

Document 4 

Document 6 

Document 8 

 Document 9 

Document 2 

Document 1 

Document 3 

Document 4 

 Document 9 

Document 7 

Document 6 

 

Summative 
Performance 
Task  

PRODUCT PRESENTATION My Guide to Preventing a Pandemic 

 

Taking 
Informed 
Action 

Illness Prevention PSA and Schoolwide Campaign 
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The Context 

The cause of World War I was a complicated combination 

of factors that grew out of the European Industrial 

Revolution.  As industrialization swept across Europe in the 

19th century so too did an 

insatiable demand for raw 

materials and new 

markets.  These demands 

pushed Europe into the 

second phase of imperialism 

that culminated in the almost 

complete colonization of 

Africa, Asia, and Australia.  

 

As the Europeans scrambled 

to conquer territory and 

establish colonies they came 

into conflict with each other, 

old land based powers like the Ottomans and Russians, 

and new powers like the Americans and Japanese.  This 

competition for colonies combined with the manufacturing 

capacity brought by industrialization led to massive 

military build-ups.  Militarism in industrialized nations 

created an intense competition to outgun rivals through 

the mass production of the tools of war.  

 

Militarism brought instability, leading European states to 

form military alliances aimed at balancing the power 

among rival states and maintaining peace in 

Europe.  However, these alliances tended to be secret and 

unstable which had the effect of intensifying competition 

and distrust.  This intensification, competition, and distrust 

fostered nationalism among both the great powers of 

Europe and suppressed ethnic groups like the Slavs.   

 

European nationalism in the early 20th century became a 

force for unification and division.  This contradiction 

proved to be very dangerous as the century 

progressed.  As a force for unification, nationalism drove 

the cause of empire both at home and abroad.  The 

German, Austro-Hungarian, Russian, and Ottoman Empires 

clung to lands inhabited by minority ethnic groups.  Just as 

the threat of foreign domination inspired nationalism 

among the German people in the 19th century, in the 20th 

century this same force 

inspired Slavic nationalism.  

 

In the early 20th century the 

Slavic population of Europe 

was divided into a few small 

independent states like Serbia 

and larger empires like 

Austria-Hungary.  Serbia rose 

as the principal advocate for 

Slavic unity, much like Prussia 

had been for German 

unification.  In June of 1914, a 

ultra-nationalist Slavic 

organization called the Black Hand organized and 

successfully carried out the assassination of the Austro-

Hungarian crown prince Archduke Franz Ferdinand.  The 

Black Hand hoped that this assassination would weaken 

Austria-Hungary’s hold on its Slavic territories and help 

create a unified Slavic state.  Instead, it caused World War 

I. 

 

While Austria-Hungary knew that the Serbian government 

had not been directly involved in the assassination, this did 

not stop them from directing their anger towards 

Serbia.  Austria-Hungary made a series of humiliating 

demands of Serbia.  Serbia turned to its ally Russia who 

promised to support them in the event of an 

invasion.  Austria-Hungary turned to its ally German, 

Germany promised support.  Austria-Hungary invaded 

Serbia, the tangled network of military alliances kicked in 

and the world was at war.  Germany, Austria-Hungary, the 

Ottoman Empire, and Bulgaria fought together as the 

Central Powers and Britain, France, Italy, Russia, Japan, 

United States and several others formed the Allied Powers.
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Sources 
Document # Source Information 
Document 1 
 

Image: Soldiers in trenches near the North Sea. 

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/315040936408067134/  

Document 2 Text: Excerpt from All Quiet on the Western Front. 

Document 3 Map of empires and alliances in 1914. http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/0/ww1/25365442  

Document 4 Chart of influenza deaths in major cities. 1918 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1918_flu_pandemic 

Document 5 “WARNING: The Next Global Security Threat Isn’t What You Think.” Graphic: Global rise in 

human infectious disease outbreaks. Time May 15, 2017 http://time.com/4766624/next-global-

security/ 

Document 6 British women working in a munitions factory 1917. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-

2411052/Incredible-photos-shed-light-working-life-Britains-women-First-World-War.html  

Document 7 Urbanization infographic from the United Nations Population Division.  

http://www8.hp.com/us/en/hp-labs/innovation-journal-issue2/megatrends-shaping-the-future.html  

Document 8: Social impact of urbanization. GaDOE Teacher Notes, 2008 and Saxon Machine Works Joint stock 

company, 1870, Saxony. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:S%C3%A4chsische_Maschinenfabrik_um_1905_(01).jpg  

Document 9: PBS America: Influenza of 1918. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lcR0TmTT6Eo and 1918 
Children’s Rhyme: “I had a little bird” https://virus.stanford.edu/uda /   

 

  

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/315040936408067134/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/0/ww1/25365442
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1918_flu_pandemic
http://time.com/4766624/next-global-security/
http://time.com/4766624/next-global-security/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2411052/Incredible-photos-shed-light-working-life-Britains-women-First-World-War.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2411052/Incredible-photos-shed-light-working-life-Britains-women-First-World-War.html
http://www8.hp.com/us/en/hp-labs/innovation-journal-issue2/megatrends-shaping-the-future.html
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:S%C3%A4chsische_Maschinenfabrik_um_1905_(01).jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lcR0TmTT6Eo
https://virus.stanford.edu/uda%20/
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Document 1 
Image: Soldiers in trenches near the North Sea.  

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/315040936408067134/   

 

 

  

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/315040936408067134/
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Document 2 
 

Text: Excerpt from All Quiet on the Western Front. 
 

  
So we were put through every conceivable refinement of parade-ground soldiering till we often howled with rage. Many 

of us became ill through it; Wolf actually died of inflammation of the lung. But we would have felt ridiculous had we 

hauled down our colours. We became hard, suspicious, pitiless, vicious, tough--and that was good; for these attributes 

were just what we lacked. Had we gone into the trenches without this period of training most of us would certainly have 

gone mad. Only thus were we prepared for what awaited us. We did not break down, but adapted ourselves;… We are 

now in low spirits. After we have been in the dug-outs two hours our own shells begin to fall in the trench. This is the 

third time in four weeks. If it were simply a mistake in aim no one would say anything, but the truth is that the barrels 

are worn out. The shots are often so uncertain that they land within our own lines. To-night two of our men were 

wounded by them…It is just as much a matter of chance that I am still alive as that I might have been hit. In a bombproof 

dug-out I may be smashed to atoms and in the open may survive ten hours' bombardment unscathed. No soldier outlives 

a thousand chances. But every soldier believes in Chance and trusts his luck. We must look out for our bread. The rats 

have become much more numerous lately because the trenches are no longer in good condition. Detering says it is a sure 

sign of a coming bombardment. The rats here are particularly repulsive, they are so fat--the kind we all call corpse-rats. 

They have shocking, evil, naked faces, and it is nauseating to see their long, nude tails. They seem to be mighty hungry. 

Almost every man has had his bread gnawed. Kropp wrapped his in his waterproof sheet and put it under his head, but 

he cannot sleep because they run over his face to get at it. Detering meant to outwit them: he fastened a thin wire to the 

roof and suspended his bread from it. During the night when he switched on his pocket-torch he saw the wire swing to 

and fro. On the bread was riding a fat rat. At last we put a stop to it. We cannot afford to throw the bread away, because 

then we should have nothing left to eat in the morning, so we carefully cut off the bits of bread that the animals have 

gnawed. The slices we cut off are heaped together in the middle of the floor. Each man takes out his spade and lies down 

prepared to strike. Detering, Kropp, and Kat hold their pocket-torches ready. After a few minutes we hear the first 

shuffling and tugging. It grows, now it is the sound of many little feet. Then the torches switch on and every man strikes 

at the heap, which scatters with a rush. The result is good. We toss the bits of rat over the parapet and again lie in wait. 

Several times we repeat the process. At last the beasts get wise to it, or perhaps they have scented the blood. They return 

no more. Nevertheless, before morning the remainder of the bread on the floor has been carried off. In the adjoining 

sector they attacked two large cats and a dog, bit them to death and devoured them. 
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Document 3 
Map of empires and alliances in 1914. 
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Document 4 
 

Chart of influenza deaths in major cities. 1918 
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Document 5 
“WARNING: The Next Global Security Threat Isn’t What You Think.” Graphic: Global rise in human infectious 

disease outbreaks. Time May 15, 2017 http://time.com/4766624/next-global-security/  

…The consequences of a major pandemic would be world-changing. The 1918 flu pandemic 
killed 50 million to 100 million people--at the top end, more than the combined total 
casualties of World Wars I and II--and for a slew of reasons, humans are arguably more 
vulnerable today than they were 100 years ago. First of all, there are simply more of us. The 
number of people on the planet has doubled in the past 50 years, which means more humans 
to get infected and to infect others, especially in densely populated cities. Because people no 
longer stay in one place--nearly 4 billion trips were taken by air last year--neither do diseases. 
An infection in all but the most remote corner of the world can make its way to a major city in 
a day or less… 
 
… Climate change also plays a role as warmer temperatures expand the range of disease-carrying 
animals and insects we're exposed to, like the Aedes aegypti mosquitoes that transmit Zika. And if 
nature isn't bloody-minded enough, genetic-engineering tools have made it easier for terrorist groups 
or lone madmen to unleash custom-designed killer germs. 
In the case of a new pandemic, modern medicine should provide some protection. But experts say it's 
more likely that we'll be caught without a vaccine to prevent it or a drug ready to treat it. That's true 
even with many known viruses. When the last Ebola outbreak exploded, in 2014, eventually killing 
more than 11,000 people, the virus wasn't a mystery to scientists; it was discovered in 1976. But even 
though it had been killing people on and off for decades, there were no drugs or vaccines approved to 
fight it--and there still aren't today, chiefly because there's little incentive for pharmaceutical 
companies to bring them to market…  

 

… For all the advances in finding dangerous pathogens, the simple truth is that neither the 
world as a whole nor the U.S. in particular is at all prepared to handle a major infectious-
disease pandemic--and a significant reason for that is a failure to invest in things now that can 
keep us safe later. The middle of the 20th century was a golden age for vaccines as scientific 
heroes like Dr. Jonas Salk developed drugs to protect against life-threatening diseases like 
polio. Yet today, while the worldwide pharmaceutical market is worth more than $1 trillion, 
the market for vaccines makes up at most 3% of it…  

http://time.com/4766624/next-global-security/
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Document 6 
British women working in a munitions factory 1917. 

 

. 
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Document 7 
Urbanization infographic from the United Nations Population Division. 
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Document 8 
Social impact of urbanization. GaDOE Teacher Notes 2008. 

The cities of industrialized nations grew at 

unprecedented rates in the 18th, 19th and 20th 

centuries.  The impact of this rapid urbanization 

varied greatly by class.  Families that owned and 

managed businesses enjoyed large homes, new 

churches, museums, trolley systems, and theaters all 

paid for with the profits from 

industrialization.  Women in wealthy or middle class 

families might work for a few years before marriage 

but once married most conformed to the social 

norms of the day, called Victorian morality by 

historians.  These social norms were based on the 

principle of separate spheres.  According to this idea, 

men were uniquely suited for the demands of 

business while women best fulfilled the role of 

homemaker, mother, and moral arbiter of the family.  The role of moral arbiter did give some women the 

opportunity to pursue leadership roles outside of the home in the many reform movements that emerged in this 

period.  Some wealthy and middle class women became important leaders in reform movements. Among other 

things, these movements worked to end slavery, limit the use of alcohol, end child labor, improve the life of the 

urban poor, and win the vote for women.  The children of wealth and middle class families, particularly boys, 

received quality educations that prepared them to work in the same roles as their parents.          

For the working class, cities were crowded, pollution was common, housing was small and poorly built, and 

municipal infrastructure supported business interests more than quality of life.  Rapid growth meant that urban 

planning was unusual and most cities were made up of narrow winding streets, shoddy construction, and lacked or 

had inadequate city services like water, sewers and policing.  This made urban life dangerous for the working 

class.  Disease and fire were common and working class neighborhoods were often so dangerous that they received 

nicknames like Hell’s Kitchen.  Wages among the working class kept families in poverty and forced women and 

children into the workforce.  A typical urban factory worker spent fourteen to sixteen hours on the job.  This 

transformed family life like never before in human history.  In agricultural societies, peasant families typically 

worked together and work hours that varied by season.  Now men, women and their children worked in different 

facilities for most of the day year round.  Women with young children might find work in the home, taking in 

laundry, sewing, or embroidery.  However, wages were often so low that families had to send children to work as 

young as five years old.  Most working class children grew up with no education and few options for escaping a 

future that mirrored that of their parents.  

 

  

Saxon Machine Works in Germany, c. 1905 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:S%C3%A4chsische_Maschinenfabrik_um_1905_(01).jpg
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Document 9 
PBS America: Influenza of 1918 

On 

November 11, 1918, the world breathed a collective sigh of relief as the guns fell silent. Little did anyone know that an 

even more deadly catastrophe was about to be unleashed, claiming over three times as many lives as the last four years 

of global warfare. 

 

￼Robert Kenner’s documentary tells the story, from an American perspective, of the influenza epidemic that killed an 

estimated four percent of the world’s population. The outbreak of the disease in the US came in September 1918, when 

soldiers at an army base near Boston suddenly began to die. The 

cause of death was identified as influenza, but it was unlike any 

strain ever seen. As the killer virus spread across the country, 

spread by thousands of soldiers returning home from the battlefields, 

hospitals overfilled, death carts roamed the streets and helpless city 

officials dug mass graves. Researchers had developed vaccines for 

many bacterial diseases, but doctors were helpless to stop the 

influenza of 1918. October saw the epidemic’s full horror. In 

Philadelphia, the dead were left in gutters and stacked in caskets on 

the front porches. People hid indoors, afraid to interact with their 

friends and neighbors. Then, just as suddenly as it struck, the 

disease began to disappear after claiming over 600,000 American 

lives. The reasons for the epidemic’s abrupt end remain a mystery. 

  

1918 Children’s Rhyme: “I had a little bird” 
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Sample Instructional Activities/Assessments 

Hook: Surviving the Zombie Apocalypse 

Description –  

1. Organize students into small groups 

2. Read aloud an excerpt from the CDC Zombie Preparedness Guide beginning with “Better Safe than 
Sorry” and ending after the first paragraph of “Never Fear – CDC is Ready.” 
https://blogs.cdc.gov/publichealthmatters/2011/05/preparedness-101-zombie-apocalypse/  

3. In groups, instruct students to create a plan to survive the zombie apocalypse with emphasis on 
BOTH Prevention AND Preparation.  Allow 4 minutes. 

4. After time is up, allow 3 groups to volunteer to share their plan.  All student should be listening to 
each plan and evaluating which will be most successful in preventing and preparing for the zombie 
apocalypse. 

5. After presentations, allow students 30 seconds to write which plan they think is the best, siting 
evidence from the presentation and justification for their choice. 

 

The Connection: 

The hook activity is designed to get students thinking about conditions that spread disease and the social, 
political and economic impact. 

GSE Standards and 
Elements 

SSWH15 Describe the impact of industrialization and urbanization. 

c. Examine the social impact of urbanization, include: women and children. 

 

SSWH17 Demonstrate an understanding of long-term causes of World War I 

and its global impact. 

a. Identify causes of the war, include: nationalism, entangling alliances, 

militarism, and imperialism. 

b. Describe conditions on the war front for soldiers, include: new technology and 
war tactics. 

Literacy Standards 

Social Studies Matrices 

Enduring 
Understanding(s) 

Information Processing Skills 

3. identify issues and/or problems and alternative solutions 

  

https://blogs.cdc.gov/publichealthmatters/2011/05/preparedness-101-zombie-apocalypse/
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Coding the Text 

Description –  

1. Give students a copy of “The Context” document 

2. Read the first line of each paragraph aloud assigning each one a number.  Don’t forget to number 
the political cartoon. 

3. Model coding the text using paragraph 1.  Code information with a “C” if it could cause a war 
(Causes of WWI) and with a “Z” if the information could spread a virus or disease.  Be sure to explain 
why you coded the text C or Z. 

4. For paragraphs 2-3 (or 2-4 depending on support needed) ask students to volunteer to read a 
paragraph aloud and explain what they coded and why. 

5. For remaining paragraphs, students should work independently to code the text. 

 

GSE Standards and 
Elements 

SSWH17 Demonstrate an understanding of long-term causes of World War I 

and its global impact. 

a. Identify causes of the war, include: nationalism, entangling alliances, 

militarism, and imperialism. 

Literacy Standards 

Social Studies Matrices 

Enduring 
Understanding(s) 

Literacy Standard 

L9-10RHSS1: Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and 
secondary sources, attending to such features as the date and origin of the 
information. 
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4x4 Stations 

Description –  

1. Create folders for document based on the following groupings: Trench Warfare—document 1-2, 
Globalization—documents 3-5, Industrialization and Urbanization—document 6-8, Influenza of 
1918—document 9. 

2. Organize the room into 4 stations and group students. 

3. Students spend 4 minutes silently analyzing the document(s) at their station, and notating how each 
documents answer the supporting questions. 

4. After the 4 minute silent read, groups take 4 minutes to discuss the information they found in the 
document(s) and share answers.  Students should write supporting details/evidence in their journal.   

5. Stations rotate clockwise until every group has had the opportunity to address each station, student 
groups stay put. 

 

Modifications: 

If your students need more time to read, code, and analyze the documents, consider extending the time for 
document analysis and group discussion and reduce the number of stations students see.  For instance, you 
could create a 6x5 stations activity where student have 6 minutes to read independently and 5 minutes for 
discussion and the stations only rotate once. 

GSE Standards and 
Elements 

SSWH15 Describe the impact of industrialization and urbanization. 

c. Examine the social impact of urbanization, include: women and children. 

 

SSWH17 Demonstrate an understanding of long-term causes of World War I 

and its global impact. 

a. Identify causes of the war, include: nationalism, entangling alliances, 

militarism, and imperialism. 

b. Describe conditions on the war front for soldiers, include: new technology and 
war tactics. 

Literacy Standards 

Social Studies Matrices 

Enduring 
Understanding(s) 

Map and Globe Skills 

7. use a map to explain impact of geography on historical and current events 

8. draw conclusions and make generalizations based on information from maps 

Information Processing Skills 

3. identify issues and/or problems and alternative solutions 

15. determine adequacy and/or relevancy of information 

Literacy Standards 

L9-10RHSS3: Analyze in detail a series of events described in a text; determine whether 
earlier events caused later ones or simply preceded them 
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Sample Performance Task 

Visual Journal Entry: Are you Ready? 

Description –  

10 minutes-In your Visual Journal: 

• Create a 1 page visual/text entry explains and describes your plan to prevent another worldwide 
pandemic using BOTH text and illustrations. (like any good how-to-guide) 

• Include details from todays documents about the causes of WWI and the spread and impact of 
influenza to inform your response.  

8 minutes-Share your Visual Journal with an elbow partner: (this could be a bell ringer for the next day) 

• Explain the ideas and visuals from your entry in 2 minutes, allow your partner to share glows and 
grows for 2 minutes 

• Swap roles and repeat 

Things to consider when visualizing: 

• What words/phrases stuck out to you? 

• If you were to take a snapshot of the “so what” what would it look like? 

• Of the visual/auditory sources you worked with, which stood out? 

• How might this look today? 

 

GSE Standards and 
Elements 

SSWH15 Describe the impact of industrialization and urbanization. 

c. Examine the social impact of urbanization, include: women and children. 

 

SSWH17 Demonstrate an understanding of long-term causes of World War I 

and its global impact. 

a. Identify causes of the war, include: nationalism, entangling alliances, 

militarism, and imperialism. 

b. Describe conditions on the war front for soldiers, include: new technology and 
war tactics. 

Literacy Standards 

Social Studies Matrices 

Enduring 
Understanding(s) 

Literacy Standards 

L9-10WHST1: Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content 

a. Introduce precise claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, 
and create an organization that establishes clear relationships among the claim(s), 
counterclaims, reasons, and evidence. 
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Taking Informed Action 

Public Service Announcement  

The essential question of this lab asks how each person can help prevent another global pandemic.  Ask students to consider 
3 actions at school, at home and in the community that everyone can do to help stop the spread of viruses and disease. 

Students can create a public service announcement (PSA) and campaign in their school to limit the spread of illness.  

Students can research information from the CDC “Stopping the Spread of Germs at Home, Work & School” for ideas. 
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/protect/stopgerms.htm  

 

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/protect/stopgerms.htm

